
FEEDING AND DRINKING
SYSTEM BEST

CONTACT



a special flush breather unit

Touch Control for automatic flushing up to 10 drinking 

Extension box for flushing additional 8 lines

Feeding system with new feeder pan bEST
The bEST is an innovative open type feeder pan, which can be used on floor and in cages,
intended for broilers, layers and for rearing turkeys and ducks for feeding with loose 
and granulated feed
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Drinking system with new drip cup bEST
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Why drip cup bEST is the best?
    The large, square bowl 7cm x7cm
    Solid clamp
    Smooth side of drip cup C-profile
    Easy for cleaning

Square pipes 3m long with machine-mounted 
12, 15 or 20 metal nipples, which no leak.

The bEST drinking system is an innovative solution for broilers and ducks.

Automatic flush system with:
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Pressure regulator
with actuator, which opens
and closes the flush valve

with aluminum profile 
or with galvanized round pipe

Heavy (> 3kg)

Light (< 1,8kg)

Medium (1,8 - 3kg)

45-55

80-100

50-85

* Number of birds/pan 
**Max. daily feed intake (g/bird)

Weight of birds

220

170

190

Quantity * Feed**

Technical information

Why feeder pan bEST is the best?
    Contains 2100g feed
    360° flooding distributes the feed evenly 
    The larger diameter of the bowl (40cm) and circumference 
(120cm) means better access for a large number of birds at the 
same time.
    The low edge of the feeding pan (3.8 cm) provides easy 
access to feed for chicken from the first day of life.

The high performance
    The reinforced bottom of bowl, 3 mm thick, made of flexible 
material of German production, is resistant to impacts and 
crushing during removing manure by machines.
    Smooth edge prevents the bird craw from hurt and make 
sure safety and comfort feeding

Clean feed inside the pan 
    The design of bEST feeder pan prevents the small birds from 
entering inside, sleeping in the middle of pan and fecal 
contamination of feed. 
    Edge of pan plate, which tilt towards the center and the 
special spokes of feeder pan bEST prevent birds from 
scratching feed out of the pan

The set of transparent control units with optional LED light
    The sensor with LED light is available as an option for the 
control unit. The light increases the birds' interest in the feed 
in this feeder pan.

Side couplers set    
    The clamp to fix the control unit firmly

Unique simple cleaning system
    No need to open the feeder pans during the cleaning 
    The four holes in the pan allow automatic dripping 
of water after cleaning


